Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images can be limited by either aberrations or, because of the technique's serial acquisition, by the effects of environmental instabilities. MatLab image-processing code was written which performs a two stage process to restore degraded high-resolution high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) STEM images. Firstly, individual images were analysed to identify and correct for high-frequency scan noise; image resolution and signal-noise ratio (SNR) are used as performance metrics and were improved by up to 11.8% and 49% respectively. Secondly, a focal series was used to identify variations in information transfer as a function of defocus (aberrations) whereafter a single image was reconstructed yielding an increase in resolution and SNR of 9.88% and 205% respectively.
Introduction & Background
Many research facilities use both uncorrected and aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopes (STEMs) to study a variety of imaging or spectroscopic signals [1, 2] . Aberrationcorrected STEM instruments are highly sensitive to environmental instabilities [1, 3, 4] ; whilst aberrations can often limit the performance of uncorrected instruments [5, 6] .
Many images reported in the literature display, to varying extents, signs of image distortion arising from environmental or instrumental instabilities, which are often simply low-pass filtered, merely masking their effects and further deteriorating their resolution [7, 8] . As an alternative, MatLab imageprocessing code has been written to examine individual images for signs of such distortion and correct for it. Subsequently, separate analysis code is used to analyse a focal-series of STEM images to identify variations in information transfer as a function of defocus. Such variation is the result of the form of the three-dimensional (aberrated) STEM probe and is here determined and corrected for.
Environment-Instability Image-Distortion Correction of Single Images
Microscope-suite instabilities range over several orders of frequency (0.1 Hz -100 kHz) and can affect data recording in a variety of ways. The lowest frequency effects (over several scan-lines, perhaps <1 Hz), including drift, can cause images to appear warped [9] ; whilst intermediate frequencies (across several dwell-times, say 10 Hz -1000 Hz) can cause local distortion of atom column positions [10] . This work concentrates on the distortions arising from frequencies that correspond to both STEM image scan-line times and pixel-dwell-times. For a 50 Hz line-synced STEM image with a dwell time of 38.5 µs this corresponds to approximately 50 Hz -25 kHz. Such distortions are examined both parallel and perpendicular to the scan direction. Bottom; determined image-distortion power spectrum.
In the case of probe-instabilities perpendicular to the scan direction atom columns may display dissociated lines of features. This may be either a bright 'cap' of an atom separated from either its top or bottom or, equivalently, a dark background line introduced inside an atom image. Imaging probe instabilities both parallel and perpendicular to the scan direction can give rise to artefacts in diffractograms ; with spots becoming less sharp and additional 'copy-cat' spot patterns appear as weak duplicates of the genuine spots. These additional sets of spots may appear at any place in the diffractogram depending on the interaction of the line-scan time and the frequencies of distortions present. In the experiments conducted the satellite spot sets appeared half way to the top and bottom of the diffractogram similar to ref. [11] . This suggests the distortion may arise from a harmonic of the line-sync frequency of 50 Hz. Note, that these additional diffractogram spots are different and separable from those associated with incorrect black-level setting [12, 13] . Such black-level artefact spots are aligned with the genuine crystallography of the diffractogram regardless of specimen rotation whereas the vertical probe instabilities are always duplicates of the first order spots shifted in the Fourier transforms. This introduces an advisable experimental practice where the specimen, or scan, is rotated so that the underlying crystallography deliberately does not align with the scan direction, the converse of what is most commonly reported in the literature.
Having identified the effects of distortions both parallel and perpendicular to the scan direction these are then corrected sequentially. To correct parallel to the scan direction a horizontal offset is determined for each pixel in the image by defining a 'test-band' about the pixel of interest, this is compared with the adjacent rows and an optimum fit determined; the strength of their cross-correlation suggests the confidence in this determined optimum result. A slight smoothing of these of these suggested offsets is used to avoid erroneous shifts being applied (Figure 2 , top, red line). Using these determined offsets the image row is resampled corresponding to the pixel-dwell locations of an undisturbed probe.
To correct probe-offsets perpendicular to the scan direction the horizontally-integrated-intensity profile of features (atom columns) is examined and a sorting algorithm is performed such that within a local region-of-interest the image rows are allowed to swap such that after the swap the intensity is monotonically decaying away from the centre of the feature. This operation is not always necessary and is dependent on the nature of the instabilities present during the data acquisition. In addition, following the above restoration of the vertical probe wobble component an additional horizontal analysis may be merited. Figure 1 then shows the results of such a restoration. Both the image resolution, as determined from the visibility of spots in diffractograms, and signal-noise-ratio (SNR), as determined from 15 realspace line profiles across each of 4 directions * , were calculated. Resolution was improved from the (400) at 0.976Å to the (420) at 0.873Å (11.8% better) and the SNR was improved from 2.77 to 4.14 (49% better). Figure 2 shows an example determined-distortion-profile and the image's distortion frequency spectrum which can be used to track down environmental instabilities. An underlying assumption of these methods is that the true sample is smoothly varying and should not contain excessive discontinuities or jumps in intensity between adjacent pixels. This is valid when the magnification allows for sampling of atoms to be at least a few times Nyquist.
Aberration Correction from Focal Series
It has been shown that focal series of images can access information at spatial frequencies beyond those of a Scherzer focus image [5, 6] . By recording a focal series of STEM images all this data is within the data volume. By calculating the Fourier transform of each of these images separately an accompanying data volume exists that illustrates the variation in intensity of spatial frequencies over defocus. Analysis of this frequency space-defocus data volume yields a surface of maximum intensity which describes the defocuses at which each special frequency is most strongly transferred, Figure 3 . A Fourier image can then be reconstructed so that for every spatial frequency in the data volume the most strongly transferred, optimum focus, value is used. This transformed back to real-space then yields an image with improved resolution and SNR. Figure 4 shows a Scherzer-focus STEM image and reconstruction from a MoS 2 focal-series. The contrast variation seen from bottom-left to top-right is thought to be from thickness variation in this layered material. Here resolution was improved by 9.88% and SNR, as determined from 15 real-space line profiles across each of three directions * , from 6.70 to 20.44 (205% better). Were eight Scherzer focus images simply averaged, a SNR gain of √8 (+183%) would have been expected. The data shown here exceeded this SNR gain, demonstrating a real improvement in image quality. In addition the dumbbell inter-peak dip was improved from 36% to 63%, with the inter-peak dip also becoming more isotropic over the different directions of nearest neighbour pairs, suggesting an improvement it the homogeneity of the transfer function.
Conclusions
Environmental instabilities can and do affect the quality of STEM images that can be recorded. Whilst often image distortions are low-pass filtered to hide their effects, here a means of correcting for these has been presented. In the processing of single images correcting for such instabilities has allowed information to be recovered and resolution and SNR improved by 11.8% and 49% respectively.
Where aberrations are the limiting factor for imaging it has been shown that recording a focalseries can capture usually discarded image information. Frequency space analysis and subsequent reconstruction of a single image has expanded the contrast transferred and has again facilitated an increase in resolution and SNR of 9.88% and 205% respectively. This represents a SNR improvement better than √8 (+183%) that is attainable by image averaging.
Distortion correction of individual images does not preclude focal-series analysis pre-processing of each image in a focal-series is expected to yield still further gains.
